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Engineering defects in semiconducting metal oxides is a challenge that remains at the forefront of materials chemistry research. Nitrogen has emerged as one of the most attractive elements able to tune the photochemical and photocatalytic properties of semiconducting oxides, boosting visible-light harvesting and charge separation events, key elements in promoting solar driven chemical reactions. Doping with nitrogen is also a strategy suggested to obtain p-type conduction properties in oxides showing n-type features in their pristine state and to impart collective magnetic properties to the same systems. Here, we review the evolution in the understanding of the role of nitrogen doping in modifying the photochemical and electronic properties of the most common semiconducting oxides used in mentioned applications including: TiO$_2$, ZnO, SnO$_2$ and zirconium titanates. With an emphasis on polycrystalline materials, we highlight the unique role of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy in the direct detection of open-shell N-based defects and in the definition of their structural and electronic properties. Synthetic strategies for the insertion of nitrogen defects in the various matrices are also discussed, along with the influence of the corresponding low-lying energy states on the general electronic properties of the doped solids.

1. Introduction

There is a unique parallel between aesthetics, the branch of philosophy that studies the nature of beauty, and solid state chemistry. In both cases defects, or imperfections, do not necessarily have a negative connotation, rather they are carriers of positive properties.\(^1\) Unquestionably, the point of contact between these two so different branches of knowledge is gemstones, whose distinctive charm is often due to their color. The color, in turn, is due to the presence in the crystal lattice of an extrinsic (or non-stoichiometric) point defect, i.e. a defect based on an atomic species extraneous to the composition of the solid. Traces of trivalent chromium ions, for example, impart the unique red color of ruby to the colorless crystals of corundum (α-Al$_2$O$_3$), making this stone a desirable gem. At the same time, however, the same defect determines the optical properties that led to the creation of the first laser.\(^2\)

Extrinsic defects in a solid can be either naturally occurring or deliberately introduced into the structure to generate specific properties, a procedure that goes under the name of crystal doping. Among the non-metallic elements used to dope a crystal lattice, nitrogen plays a primary role. A well-known example of nitrogen doping is that of diamond. Nitrogen is, in fact, the most common impurity found in natural diamonds, where it forms various defects that are responsible for the optical absorption and color modification of the gem. Similar to ruby, besides their gemological qualities, doped diamonds have a potential role in technology applications as they are considered the ultimate semiconductor for applications in high power electronics.\(^3\) The development of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods for the preparation of thin films of high purity has been accompanied by an effort aimed at introducing nitrogen into the diamond structure to obtain modified materials suitable for various applications from cold cathodes to quantum computing.\(^4\)

While the study of N-impurities in diamond has been carried out for many decades, more recent research activities indicate that nitrogen is emerging as a promising doping element in many semiconducting oxides. In these solids, the valence band derives from the superposition of the fully occupied 2p orbitals belonging to the oxide (O$^{2-}$) ions, whereas the empty conduction band is based on the orbitals of the metal cations. Due to the difference in energy between the atomic valence orbitals of N and O, the insertion of nitrogen in the anionic sub-lattice of the oxide causes the formation of new electronic states that...
usually fall inside the band gap, not far from the valence band edge. In turn, the formation of these electronic levels is fundamental for both photochemical and optoelectronic applications. In the former case, the new states modify the optical absorption and the photochemical properties of the solid. In the latter case, the electron deficient impurity – note that nitrogen has one less electron than oxygen – constitutes a shallow acceptor state potentially able to trigger the onset of p-type conductivity. Since most semiconducting oxides are n-type semiconductors, this property may be essential to engineer stable oxide-based homojunctions. A third point of interest is related to magnetism as the introduction of a nitrogen impurity in the diamagnetic oxide matrix brings about a spin magnetic moment which may in principle originate collective magnetic properties. These are highly interesting for perspective applications of semiconducting oxides in spintronics.

However, the identification and the exhaustive description of point defects in solid lattices is never an easy task. Although their presence may manifest with macroscopic effects, defects are commonly elusive species present at low, or very low, concentration. They are often only indirectly revealed on the basis of physical properties such as optical absorption, photoluminescence, electrical conductivity or Hall effect. In more than one case, however, the indirect detection has led to persistent ambiguities and controversial assignments. An almost unique tool for the description of point defects in solids is Electron Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy (EMR or EPR where P stands for Paramagnetic). This spectroscopic technique has an inherent accuracy in describing the structure and the electron spin density distribution of a given paramagnetic center, it is also remarkably sensitive allowing the detection of paramagnetic centres even at very low concentration. As an example, in one of his many seminal papers George Feher was able to derive the extension of the unpaired electron wavefunction around the phosphorous cation and the exhaustive description of models. This is possible because DFT methods have now derived EPR parameters and those calculated by DFT computations may discriminate between two or more plausible models. This is possible because DFT methods have now reached a high degree of accuracy in the computation of EPR parameters, especially for the prediction of hyperfine coupling constants, which allows for reliable assignments.

This Perspective is outlined as follows. Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to short introductions to EMR spectroscopy and to a survey on the chemical methods for N doping of semiconducting oxides. Sections 4 to 7 focus on nitrogen defect centers in the most commonly used semiconducting oxides. Lastly, Section 8 proposes some general remarks on the physical properties induced by N doping in semiconducting oxides.

2. Electron paramagnetic resonance in solid state chemistry

EPR spectroscopy probes the interaction between the quantised electron magnetic moment of a paramagnetic species and an external applied magnetic field. In the most common EPR experiment the sample is irradiated by microwaves at a fixed frequency (about 9.5 GHz, or X-band frequencies) while the magnetic field is swept over a defined range. When the energy splitting between spin sublevels, induced by the applied magnetic field, matches the microwave quantum an EPR line is detected. It is to note that, although CW-EPR is an absorption spectroscopy, CW-EPR lines are commonly presented as first derivatives because the detection scheme makes use of a lock-in amplifier to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. Although CW-EPR is the simplest of all EPR experiments it affords some unique advantages that make it a powerful research tool. Firstly, it permits a straightforward quantification, both absolute and relative, of all species detected. Secondly, it usually able to measure fast-relaxing spin species that may elude detection through pulsed EPR experiments.

The EPR spectrum of a paramagnetic species can be described by the spin Hamiltonian (1) which defines the main energy terms as follows:

$$H = H_{\text{EZ}} + H_{\text{HFS}} + H_{\text{NZ}} + H_{\text{Q}} + H_{\text{F}}$$

The first term is the electronic Zeeman operator \(H_{\text{EZ}} = \mu_\text{r}S \cdot g \cdot B\) which accounts for the interaction of the electron spin \(S\)
with the external magnetic field $B$, $\mu_B$ being the Bohr magneton. The interaction is gauged by the $g$ tensor, a $3 \times 3$ matrix which, in general, can be reduced to its diagonal form. The principal elements of the diagonal $g$ matrix $g_{xx}$, $g_{yy}$, $g_{zz}$ assume values which depend on the electronic structure (ground and excited states) of the paramagnetic species and can be interpreted as the analog of the NMR chemical shift.

The second term ($H_{HF} = S \cdot A \cdot I$) is much more important in our case because it represents the hyperfine interaction between electron spin and nuclear spins. $A$ is the hyperfine tensor and $I$ is the nuclear spin vector. In CW-EPR the hyperfine interactions give rise to lines splitting in the spectrum (the hyperfine structure). $2I + 1$ lines are expected for the interaction of the electron spin with a nucleus having nuclear spin quantum number $I$. $A$ is composed of two main contributions, i.e. the isotropic Fermi contact term (a scalar arising from the finite probability of the electron being located at the position of the nucleus) and the anisotropic electron-nucleus dipolar coupling expressed by a matrix $T$. From the analysis of the hyperfine interaction, the local symmetry and the degree of spin delocalization and the nature of the chemical bond can be recovered, with high accuracy.

The third and fourth terms in eqn (1) – representing the nuclear Zeeman energy and the nuclear quadrupolar energy respectively – do not usually affect standard CW-EPR spectra, but play an important role in so called hyperfine techniques (ENDOR, ESEEM), providing important information on the identity of the nucleus coupled to the electron spin and the electric charge distribution around it. The last term, known as the fine structure term ($H_F = S \cdot D \cdot S$) describes the interaction between two or more unpaired electrons through the $D$ tensor. This term is zero in the case of $S = 1/2$ and will not be taken into account in the following discussion as the majority of defects encountered in nitrogen doped semiconducting oxides and photo-generated electron and holes pairs are characterized by $S = 1/2$.

All magnetic interactions strongly depend on the relative orientation between the paramagnet and the applied magnetic field, and are therefore said to be anisotropic. This is to say that if the unpaired electron occupies a p orbital, as in the case of a N defect, the interaction energy will be different if the axis of the orbital is parallel or perpendicular to applied magnetic field. This is exemplified in Fig. 1, where the singe crystal and powder spectra of a single nitrogen impurity are simulated.

The anisotropy of the magnetic tensors implies that, in the case of a single crystal (upper panel in Fig. 1), the EPR signal changes according to the orientation of the crystal in the external magnetic field. EPR spectra are usually recorded, in this case, at various orientations rotating the crystal about each reference axis and obtaining distinct curves of $g$ and $A$ values as a function of the rotation angle. The curves are than fitted with

---

**Fig. 1** Simulated single crystal (upper panel) and powder (lower panel) EPR spectra of a nitrogen impurity. The red spectra in the single crystal road map correspond to the parallel ($\theta = 0^\circ$) and perpendicular ($\theta = 90^\circ$) orientations of the radical axes with respect to the external magnetic field. The dotted lines indicate the hyperfine transitions corresponding to the parallel and perpendicular orientations. The $g$ and $A$ tensor axes have been assumed to be coincident. The anomalous intensity of the high field transition in the powder spectrum is due to the presence of an off-axis turning point evidenced in the figure (see text for an explanation).
the theoretical formulas by adjusting the relevant parameters, i.e. the g and A values, which are thus obtained with a high degree of accuracy.

Polycrystalline materials (or powders) are disordered systems composed of many small crystallites randomly oriented in space. In this case one single spectrum, called a “powder spectrum” (lower panel in Fig. 1), is recorded which is an envelope of signals corresponding to all possible orientations of the paramagnetic species in the magnetic field. In a randomly oriented sample the number of features in the EPR spectrum is determined by the following condition:

$$\frac{\partial B}{\partial \theta} = 0 \text{ and } \frac{\partial B}{\partial \phi} = 0$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The three solutions, where $\theta = 0 (B_x)$, $\theta = \pi/2$ and $\phi = 0 (B_z)$, correspond to the usual principal components observed in the single crystal spectrum. Since $\theta$ and $\phi$ are in the $g$-matrix axis system, observable features are expected for those fields corresponding to orientations along the principal axes of the $g$ matrix. This being the case, the principal values of the $g$-matrix are obtained. In the case at hand (i.e. a nitrogen impurity) for each principal direction of the $g$ tensor the signal is additionally split into $2I + 1 = 3$ lines due to the hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron with the $^{14}$N nucleus ($I = 1$). Powder spectra with hyperfine structure can thus be interpreted in terms of spectral features identified with orientation of the magnetic field along one of the $g$ and hyperfine matrix principal axes. In some circumstances, due to specific ratios between the $g$ and $A$ tensors anisotropy, extra lines, non-coinciding with the principal axes orientations may appear in the powder spectrum. Such extra lines known as off-axes turning points can have considerable intensity, as shown in the powder spectrum of Fig. 1, where such a feature corresponds to a solution of eqn (2) for $\theta = 74^\circ$. In such cases the spectra may become very complex and the intrinsically lower accuracy in the determination of the spin-Hamiltonian parameters can be attenuated adopting particular procedures such as the use of suitable isotopic substitutions and multifrequency approaches.

In the study of nitrogen impurities, $^{14}$N ($I = 1$) can be substituted by the $^{15}$N isotope ($I = 1/2$). This causes predictable changes in the measured EPR spectra that reflect in both the number and spacing of the resonance lines, helping the interpretation by comparison of the two spectra. Both the isotropic and anisotropic hyperfine interaction depend on the nuclear $g$ factor, therefore substitution of one isotope ($g_N$) with another ($g_N'$) causes a change of the coupling constant proportional to the ratio $g_N'/g_N$. For instance, substituting $^{14}$N ($g_N = 0.4038$) with $^{15}$N ($g_N' = -0.5664$) causes an increase of the measured hyperfine constant by a factor $-1.4027$. Moreover, the number of hyperfine lines, determined by the rule $2I + 1$, decreases from three to two in the example.

Another important experimental tool is provided by the multifrequency approach. Recording the EPR spectrum at a higher frequency (e.g. 35 GHz, Q band) leads to an increase in the separation between the various $g$ components while the hyperfine splitting remains fixed. This, combined to isotopic
substitution, allows a better understanding of the structure of congested spectra. Finally, the systematic use of computer simulation of the experimental spectra is essential to verify the goodness of the assignments and to fine tune the determination of the spin-Hamiltonian parameters. For a wider introduction to the applications of EPR to the study of defects in the solid state the reader is referred to the book by Spaeth and Overhof.\textsuperscript{10}

### 3. Chemical routes for N doping of oxides

In order to introduce nitrogen defects in metal oxides several procedures are reported in the literature that include: (i) wet chemistry methods; (ii) thermochemical treatments of bare oxides; (iii) typical methods of solid state chemistry such as Chemical Vapour Reaction or Transport (CVR, CVT); and (iv) physical methods such as ion implantation, magnetron sputtering and so on.

Wet chemistry methods are characterized by mild reaction conditions and usually involve the crystallisation of the desired oxideic matrix in the presence of a suitable nitrogen source. The final step of the preparation is usually a thermal treatment performed with a twofold goal: (i) the formation of well crystallized solids; and (ii) the decomposition of the nitrogen source with simultaneous incorporation of nitrogen into the solid matrix. Polycrystalline materials are readily prepared in this way, however the same procedures can be easily oriented to the obtainment of thin films using specific strategies such as deep coating or spin coating methods. Metal alkoxides and soluble salts precursors are usually employed in wet chemistry preparations while, in the case of reactants with low solubility, hydrothermal or solvothermal methodologies can be successfully employed to overcome the drawback.

On the other hand, the direct treatment of a preformed bare oxides requires vigorous treatments since the lattice energy of the solid has to be exceeded. The needed activation energy can be provided by various methods for instance conventional thermal treatments, plasma treatments, ball milling (mechanochemistry), that are normally carried out in the presence of a reactant which acts as nitrogen source. Such a preparation strategy has the advantage of being applied directly on materials in the form of thin film or single crystals an guarantees greater control over the morphology of the final nitrogen doped solids. However, since the process of nitrogen incorporation originates from the surface, a gradient of the nitrogen impurity concentration may occur.

Finally, physical methods for doping require, in most cases, complex and expensive apparatuses. These methods are preferentially employed to prepare thin films. The well-defined and constant experimental conditions allow a strict control of the nitrogen content minimizing the formation of byproducts.

Table 1 summarizes the main features of the synthetic approaches described in this section.

The enormous interest in nitrogen doped TiO\textsubscript{2} due to its application as visible-light-active (VLA) photocatalyst has produced a huge number of preparation procedures that are available in the literature. In this context wet chemistry methods such as sol–gel\textsuperscript{11,12} and hydrothermal syntheses\textsuperscript{13,14} prevail. Nevertheless, several examples involving treatments of bare TiO\textsubscript{2} (ball milling,\textsuperscript{15,16} annealing in reacting atmosphere\textsuperscript{17,18}) as well as more sophisticated solid state chemistry (CVR\textsuperscript{19} or physical methods (ion implantation,\textsuperscript{20,21} magnetron sputtering\textsuperscript{22,23}) are also reported. As it will be illustrated, wet chemistry methods preferentially lead to the interstitial forms of N defects (NO\textsuperscript{2–}, NO\textsuperscript{3–}) whereas the methods involving high temperature treatments (nitridation) in reactive atmosphere usually lead to nitrogen impurities in substitutional position. These two forms of nitrogen impurity are usually discriminated on the basis of the corresponding N 1s XPS peak, at about 396–397 eV for the substitutional one and around 400 eV for the interstitial.\textsuperscript{24} Several other chemical species however, not related to bulk N defects show XPS peaks in the range 398–400 eV causing some ambiguity in the interpretation of XPS results. A survey on the preparation methods, the reagents directly on materials in the form of thin films, the well-defined and constant experimental conditions allow a strict control of the nitrogen content minimizing the formation of byproducts. Table 1 summarizes the main features of the synthetic approaches described in this section.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Preparation method</th>
<th>Oxide precursor</th>
<th>N precursor</th>
<th>Crystalline structure</th>
<th>N impurity</th>
<th>XPS (eV)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Sol–gel</td>
<td>TTIP</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}Cl</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Sol–gel</td>
<td>TTIP</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}Cl</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>CVR</td>
<td>TE</td>
<td>Urea</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Hydrothermal</td>
<td>TTIP</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Ball milling</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}Cl</td>
<td>A + R</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>TiN oxidation</td>
<td>TiN</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{2} plasma</td>
<td>TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–B–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Sol–gel</td>
<td>TIPP</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}/H\textsubscript{2}BO\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–F–TiO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Sol–gel</td>
<td>TIPP</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}F</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–SnO\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>Precipitation</td>
<td>Sn or SnCl\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>397–400</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–ZnO</td>
<td>Nitration</td>
<td>ZnO</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i} (N\textsubscript{2–}) + N\textsubscript{a}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N–ZrTiO\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>Sol–gel</td>
<td>TTIP/ZrO\textsubscript{Cl}</td>
<td>NH\textsubscript{4}Cl</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{i}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a} TIPP = titanium tetraisopropoxide, TE = titanium ethoxide. A = anatase, R = rutile, W = wurtzite, S = scrubityne. N\textsubscript{i} = interstitial nitrogen, N\textsubscript{a} = substitutional nitrogen.
4. N doping of titanium dioxide

Titanium dioxide (TiO₂) is the most investigated binary metal semiconducting oxide because it has found application as a functional material in areas connected to sustainable energy, environment and health. Just as a partial series of examples one can mention the activities in the fields of artificial photosynthesis, photocatalysis for pollutant abatement, and solar cells as a substrate in dye sensitized solar cells and biocide systems. In all these areas the photophysical properties of the solid along with its surface structure and surface reactivity play an utmost role.

Titanium dioxide exists in three main polymorphs, namely anatase, rutile, brookite, whose structures are all based on TiO₆ distorted octahedra connected by trigonal coordinated oxygen ions (OTi₁). The band gap value ranges between 3.0 eV and 3.2 eV depending on the polymorph. TiO₂ is a n-type semiconducting oxide owing to tiny oxygen deficiencies with respect to the stoichiometric ratio entailing the formation of shallow donor states whose electrons are easily excited in the conduction band. Since the band gap value of the various polymorphs requires the use of UV frequencies for electron photoexcitation, the attempts of doping this oxide with nitrogen were in fact originally performed with the aim of obtaining a VLA system, a requirement for most photochemical and photocatalytic applications. Preparation of efficient visible-light-active systems is, in fact, the necessary condition for the use of sun light in large scale photocatalytic plants.

The first report on nitrogen doped anatase (hereafter N-TiO₂) dates back to 1986, but it is only at the beginning of the XXI century that the attention of researchers was strongly attracted by this system due to both its capability of absorbing visible light (an absorption band with maximum around 440 nm overlaps with the band gap transition at 390 nm producing the yellow color of the solid) and to some promising results in photocatalytic experiments under visible light. The huge number of studies that rapidly appeared, were based on different approaches to prepare this novel systems, mainly by wet chemistry methods (see Section 3) but also by physical methods such as magnetron sputtering or by high temperature treatments with nitridation agents in gas phase. This intense experimental activity generated a high number of scattered results and interpretations concerning the origin of N-TiO₂ photochemistry under visible light. Review papers summarizing the bulk of experimental results about both nitrogen doped oxides in photocatalysis and N-TiO₂ in particular have already appeared. In this Perspective we will restrict ourselves to the description of the impact of EPR in this field of research.

The classic CW-EPR technique gave a major contribution to define the nature and features of the N-based photocatalytic center. It was in fact shown that, in the case of materials prepared by wet chemistry, nitrogen paramagnetic centers form in the bulk of both anatase and rutile polymorphs. One of these, in particular, plays a decisive role in the photochemistry of the system under visible light. This previously unreported species is characterized by a simple EPR signal indicating the presence of one nitrogen atom only (Fig. 2). The signal in fact is characterized by a hyperfine triplet indicating that the unpaired electron interacts with a single nucleus of ¹⁴N (nuclear spin I = 3/2, expected lines 2I + 1 = 3). A further proof of the monatomic nature of the new species was attained using ¹⁵N(1s) → (2s) transition (Table 3), firmly indicating that the N centers formed in anatase and in rutile are substantially alike.

Table 3 Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of N centers in TiO₂ polymorphs. A is for anatase, R is for rutile. If not otherwise specified, the material is polycrystalline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>g₁</th>
<th>g₂</th>
<th>g₃</th>
<th>A₁/mT</th>
<th>A₂/mT</th>
<th>A₃/mT</th>
<th>Spin density in N[2s], ρ[2s]</th>
<th>Spin density in N[2p], ρ[2p]</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N-TiO₂ A</td>
<td>NO₂⁻</td>
<td>2.007</td>
<td>2.005</td>
<td>2.004</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>3.23</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-TiO₂ R</td>
<td>NO₂⁻</td>
<td>2.005</td>
<td>2.004</td>
<td>2.003</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂ A single crystal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>2.0064</td>
<td>2.0056</td>
<td>2.0038</td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.360</td>
<td>3.179</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.707</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-W co-doped, A</td>
<td>[NO₃]⁻</td>
<td>2.002</td>
<td>2.001</td>
<td>2.000</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-B co-doped, A</td>
<td>[NOB]⁻</td>
<td>2.004</td>
<td>2.003</td>
<td>2.001</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>5.04</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.1 N centers in TiO$_2$. Composition and structure

The nature and the structural features of the nitrogen containing species were unraveled by coupling EPR and DFT calculations. EPR in fact allows to evaluate the electron spin density on the nitrogen atom (Table 3). In both anatase and rutile, the detected spin density is essentially confined in a 2p orbital of nitrogen (hyperfine dipolar interaction) with a minor contribution of 2s orbital (Fermi contact term), essentially due to spin polarization. It is evident however that the spin density detected by EPR amounts to 0.56–0.59 of the total, so that about 40% of it escapes detection.

The computational analysis considered two possible models for the paramagnetic nitrogen center: “substitutional”, with a N ion taking the position of an O ion in the oxide lattice and “interstitial” with N that occupies a cavity of the TiO$_2$ structure. Although the calculated spin density on N is not radically different in the two cases, the model, “interstitial N”, shows a better fit with the experiment in terms of both spin density and position in the band gap (about 0.7 eV over the VB edge; see below). In this model (Fig. 3) the N atom is not symmetrically located into the lattice interstitial space but, rather, it is close to a specific O ion with which it forms a true covalent bond.

The fraction of the spin density missing in the experimental EPR spectrum is thus on the oxygen of the charged NO moiety as shown in Fig. 3. This cannot be directly assessed due to the very low natural abundance of the only magnetically active isotopes of oxygen ($^{17}$O, $I = 5/2$, ab. 0.037%), but can be estimated by difference.

This model was confirmed by successive works, at least for all the polycrystalline N–TiO$_2$ systems prepared via wet-chemistry methods (see below). Substitutional N, at variance, forms when TiO$_2$ is submitted to high temperature treatments in ammonia (nitridation) as suggested by XPS.

TiO$_2$ systems with small concentrations of substitutional nitrogen are less active in photocatalytic reactions than those containing interstitial impurities and, for this reason, are less investigated. Substitutional N is present in TiO$_2$ submitted to nitridation or, alternatively, in oxidized titanium nitride (Ti$_3$N$_4$). In the latter case the resulting material is compound with intermediate stoichiometry between TiO$_2$ and Ti$_3$N$_4$. However extended nitridation of some oxides lead to the obtainment of compounds called oxynitrides, which show significant photocatalytic activity in water photosplitting. This is still a completely different class of compounds which displays various stoichiometry and have been discussed in a thorough review paper devoted to anion modified oxides in heterogeneous catalysis and, for these reasons, are not considered further here.

A conclusive evidence on the features of the interstitial N center in TiO$_2$ was derived by a crucial clear-cut experiment performed by our group. Several contradictory messages were in fact present in the literature concerning the nature and the location of N photoactive species in TiO$_2$. This happened because a variety of synthetic approaches and nitrogen sources have been used to prepare the doped materials (ammonia, ammonium salts, amines, urea etc.). Each synthetic method may form several byproducts (ammonium ions, cyanides, aliphatic groups etc.) which locate mainly, but not exclusively, at the surface of the solid and generate ambiguities in the individualisation of the true photoactive species. The ambiguity stems also from the fact that several nitrogen containing species have the same XPS binding energy around 400 eV (N 1s) which coincides with the value assigned to the interstitial nitrogen species (see Section 3 and Table 1). In the mentioned experiment, a sample of pure anatase was kept under N$_2$ atmosphere in a liquid nitrogen bath while a plasma glow discharge generated free N atoms in the gas phase. These are reactive enough to penetrate in the solid material kept at low temperature and form the same interstitial photoactive species also observed in samples prepared via sol–gel. This was confirmed by EPR and XPS spectroscopies which yielded the same features and spectral parameters in the two cases. It is to note that crucially under the experimental conditions described a substitution of lattice oxygen by N atoms is simply impossible.

To conclude, nitrogen forms a main impurity center in sol–gel TiO$_2$. Such species is based on the formation of a chemical bond between nitrogen and a lattice oxygen ion. Since the latter is formally an O$^{2-}$ ion the stoichiometry of the photoactive center is NO$^{2-}$, a 13-electron radical species. Due to covalent contributions, the charge on both the lattice oxygen and the N species is actually lower than –2. The impurity center has a well-defined EPR signal and spin density shared by N and O and the surrounding lattice (Fig. 3). The SOMO of this unprecedented chemical species is a π antibonding orbital involving 2p atomic orbitals of N and O respectively.

As a point of reference, only one example is available in the literature reporting EPR spectra of N–TiO$_2$ in a single crystal. In
their paper T. Sekiya et al.\textsuperscript{44} report careful measurements on a crystal obtained by CVT in the presence of NH$_4$Cl (Fig. 4). The parameters reported by these authors are collected in Table 3 and result very close to those previously measured by some of us\textsuperscript{38,39} in the case of polycrystalline powders, thus providing a further validation to these results.

The authors suggest that the paramagnetic nitrogen substitutes oxygen in the lattice, but do not exclude that it could occupy an interstitial site of the lattice. In both cases, in fact, the unpaired electron is mainly confined in a 2p N orbital and the angular dependence of the tensors would be the same. However, on the basis of the similarity of the hyperfine parameters (small electron 2p(N) spin density) and of the DFT calculations discussed above, we confidently infer that the NO$_2^\cdot$ observed in powdered materials is responsible for the spectra recorded by Sekiya in the single crystal system.

### 4.2 Photosensitivity of N centers in TiO$_2$

To demonstrate the photoactivity of the observed N species, EPR spectra were recorded under irradiation. It was shown that using a monochromatic wavelength of about 440 nm (corresponding to the maximum of optical absorption in the blue at an energy of 2.8 eV) the intensity of the EPR signal increases.\textsuperscript{45} The same does not occur at other visible wavelengths away from the absorption maximum confirming two crucial facts: that (i) both the absorption in the visible and the described EPR signal are due to interstitial nitrogen species; and (ii) the latter is an intra band gap state, approximately placed at 0.4 eV above the valence band.

Light at 440 nm – that is ineffective on pristine TiO$_2$, band gap energy $E_g = 3.2$ eV – excites electrons from the intra band gap state associated with the interstitial nitrogen impurity to the conduction band. Remarkably, since the effect of visible light excitation is a net increase of the intensity of the EPR signal, the operating mechanism at the origin of such phenomenon must involve the presence of a diamagnetic partner of NO$_2^\cdot$ bearing one additional electron and having similar electronic energy. In other words, the observed effect reveals the presence of an EPR silent species, formally NO$_3^\cdot$, beside NO$_2^\cdot$. The two species are related by eqn (3):

$$\text{NO}_3^\cdot (\uparrow \downarrow \uparrow) + h\nu_{(\text{vis.})} \rightarrow \text{NO}_2^\cdot (\uparrow) + e^- (\text{CB})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

When the excitation is turned off, recombination occurs through the reverse process.

![Fig. 4 EPR spectra of a single crystal of N–TiO$_2$ recorded as a function of the orientation. φ and θ are the angles of the external magnetic field H with two axes of the crystal ((a) and (b) respectively). Magnetic field is in gauss (1 G = 0.1 mT). Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 44.](image)

![Fig. 5 EPR spectra (left) of N–TiO$_2$ in the dark and after irradiation with blue light. Top spectrum: overlap between the signals of NO$_2^\cdot$ (with increased intensity) and superoxide (see eqn (4)). Schematic picture (right) describing the intra-band gap states in N–TiO$_2$ and the photoexcitation mechanism.](image)
The increase of paramagnetic NO$_{2}^{-}$ centres upon selective irradiation implies that NO$_{3}^{-}$ diamagnetic centres are more abundant and are therefore preferentially affected by selective irradiation. The same experiment performed under O$_{2}$ atmosphere leads, beside the increase of the NO$_{2}^{-}$ signal intensity, to the formation of surface adsorbed superoxide ions (O$_{2}^{-}$) which are also paramagnetic and exhibit a typical EPR signal (Fig. 5). This occurs according to the following, irreversible, process

$$\text{NO}_3^- + \text{O}_2 + h\nu_{\text{vis}}) \rightarrow \text{NO}_2^- + \text{O}_2^- (\text{surf})$$

(4)

demonstrating that a visible photon of appropriate wavelength can induce a surface electron transfer to an acceptor molecule. The process in eqn (4) is the basic process at the origin of photoactivity and validates the definition of N–TiO$_2$ as a VLA system, since it is activated by photons of about 2.8 eV. Successive work has demonstrated that a partial electron refilling can be accomplished by near infra-red (NIR) photons, drawing electrons from the valence band to the N states. This consent to maintain an approximately constant population of the intraband gap nitrogen states and explains the observed photocatalytic activity of this system under solar light. A semi-quantitative illustration of the described system in reported in Fig. 5.

Several others papers have reported EPR spectra of N–TiO$_2$ powders. In most cases these were supporting results that did not provide further insight into the features of the photoactive species. We note however that the spectral parameters derived in those studies$^{37–45}$ were consistent with those already discussed.

A remarkable exception is a paper by D’Arienzo et al.$^{54}$ reporting a careful analysis of the photonic efficiency of N–TiO$_2$ (anatase). This was done by measuring the increment of photonic absorption due to the presence of nitrogen defects in the system and comparing this value with the detrimental effect, in term of recombination of UV-generated charge carriers, ascribable to the same centers. This type of approach is extremely useful for the selection of the appropriate wavelength to be employed in photocatalytic applications.

4.3. Other N containing defects in TiO$_2$

After the discovery of N–TiO$_2$ a great deal of work was performed to increase the visible light absorption of titanium dioxide. A popular strategy was the simultaneous insertion of another elements in the crystalline structure beside nitrogen. In most cases the result was the production of co-doped materials with the two elements segregated in distinct sites of the solid, such as in the case of fluorine-nitrogen co-doped titania.$^{54}$ The EPR spectrum of a N–F–TiO$_2$ displays the typical signal of the NO$_2^{-}$ species$^{55}$ (identical, though usually less intense, to that of same observed in N–TiO$_2$) as well as that of Ti$^{3+}$ (Fig. 6, top). The two signals fall in different regions of the spectrum and are only partially overlapped. The formation of Ti$^{3+}$ is due to the insertion of F in the lattice$^{56}$ as fluorine bears an extra electron with respect to oxygen (n-type dopant) that is scavenged by Ti$^{4+}$ ions. The relevant effect observed in this material is the charge compensation due to the simultaneous presence of a p-type (N) and an n-type (F) dopant causing an internal partial charge transfer, according to the equilibrium in eqn (5), from the high lying Ti$^{3+}$ 3d states to the low lying N states with an overall stabilizing effect.

$$\text{Ti}^{3+} + \text{NO}_2^- \leftrightarrow \text{Ti}^{4+} + \text{NO}_3^-$$

(5)

This reduces the energy cost needed to dope the material and allows to reach a higher level of nitrogen doping with respect to the parent N–TiO$_2$ system. The EPR spectrum reveals no evidence of interaction between N and F impurities, suggesting that the doping occurs independently in different regions of the crystal.

On the other hand, Folli et al.$^{57}$ reported the co-doping of tungsten and nitrogen in the TiO$_2$ matrix (N–W–TiO$_2$). In this case EPR showed the presence of novel nitrogen species, beside the usual NO$_2^{-}$ signal. The novel paramagnetic centres are still based on a single interstitial nitrogen, as shown by the typical three-line pattern. However, due to a significant interaction with a tungsten ion, the g tensor elements are shifted at lower values. Moreover, the N hyperfine tensor components are larger as compared to NO$_2^{-}$, indicating a higher electron spin density on the N atom of the defect (Table 3). In one case even a superhyperfine interaction due to a $^{185}$W ($I = 1/2$) nucleus was also observed (Fig. 6, bottom).

Another unprecedented extrinsic defect in anatase TiO$_2$ was reported for a nitrogen and boron co-doped materials (N–B– TiO$_2$). Similar to N–W–TiO$_2$ (Fig. 6 bottom), this center involves both N and B atoms and was first synthetized by Ke and coworkers$^{58}$ in order to indirectly monitor the nature of the
active centers in singly doped B-TiO$_2$, using nitrogen as a convenient probe for EPR investigations. Later, the nature of this novel paramagnetic defect was tackled by coupling EPR and DFT calculations. N–B–TiO$_2$ shows a complex EPR spectrum, as reported in Fig. 7. The spectrum of the typical NO$^{2–}$ center in anatase corresponds to the three narrow lines separated of 3.23 mT (Fig. 7A, obtained using $^{14}$N) and to the narrow doublet (Fig. 7B, $^{15}$N) with a larger splitting of 4.55 mT, as expected the ratio between the nuclear g factor of the two nuclei. The N–B center shows again a $^{15}$N triplet and a $^{14}$N doublet of lines having higher hyperfine separation than NO$^{2–}$ due to a larger electron spin density on the N-2p orbital (Table 3). Each line is however modulated in a quartet of lines (see stick diagrams in Fig. 7) due to a further interaction of the unpaired electron with the B atom further linked to two other nearby oxygens, a schematic for this structure is reported in Fig. 7. The electron spin density derived from EPR and DFT is unevenly distributed between N (0.7) and B (0.07), but in both cases resides on the 2p orbitals. Again, due to the lack of non-zero nuclear spin isotopes of oxygen, the experimental value of the spin density on oxygen(s) remains unknown.

5. N doping of zinc oxide

Zinc oxide (ZnO) is a semiconducting oxide with n-type character due to the presence of shallow donor impurities including hydrogen. ZnO has a direct band gap around 3.4 eV and shows the typical structure of wurtzite, with both zinc and oxygen in tetrahedral coordination and a non-negligible degree of covalency between cations and anions. Similar to other semiconducting oxides, the synthesis of a p-type variety of ZnO might open a series of highly interesting applications in optoelectronics, such as light emitting devices and laser diodes. A p-type behaviour has been reported in the case of N–ZnO films prepared by annealing of sputtered oxynitride films or by magnetron sputtering, even though these electronic properties seems to be unstable and decline over time. On the basis of theoretical forecasts, N–ZnO based structures have also been considered as dilute magnetic semiconductors showing ferromagnetic interactions among nitrogen centers and experimental observation of such a behaviour have already been reported in the literature.

Various techniques have been used to introduce nitrogen into the ZnO matrix, depending on the morphology of the bare system nitrogen has been successfully introduced in ZnO single crystals grown through a chemical vapor deposition process and successively annealed in a N$_2$ flow at high temperature (see below). ZnO nanorods have been produced on fluorine tin oxide substrates and nitrogen has been introduced via ion implantation technique. Thin films were grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy on c-plane sapphire substrates and N impurities were deposited on the anion site by ion implantation. In parallel, the synthesis of nanostructured polycrystalline N–ZnO materials has also been described whose interest, like in the case of N–TiO$_2$, is related to the search for photoactive systems working in visible light in particular for the water splitting reaction. Polycrystalline ZnO have been doped following classic wet chemistry process using a solution of ammonium carbonate followed by an annealing at 750 °C. In

Table 4  Spin-Hamiltonian parameters of N containing centers in ZnO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Centre</th>
<th>g tensor</th>
<th>A/MHz</th>
<th>A/mT</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single crystal</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>$g_\parallel$</td>
<td>$g_\perp$</td>
<td>$A_\parallel$</td>
<td>$A_\perp$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single crystal annealed in N$_2$</td>
<td>N$^0$</td>
<td>1.9953</td>
<td>1.9633</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanopowders annealed in NH$_3$ at 773 K</td>
<td>N$^{2–}$ subst.</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single crystal by seeded CVT in N$_2$ stream</td>
<td>N$_2$</td>
<td>2.0036</td>
<td>1.9935</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a perspective on the applications of ZnO in optoelectronics and its doping with nitrogen.
various other cases N–ZnO has been obtained starting from commercial ZnO nanosized powders heated in NH3 gas.74

Clearly, N–ZnO is of great practical interest and it has been subject to extensive EPR investigations, both in single crystal and polycrystalline forms.

### 5.1 Nitrogen impurities in ZnO single crystals

In 2001, W. E. Carlos et al. reported the first EPR spectra recorded at 4 K of a N impurity serendipitously formed in single crystals of ZnO either annealed at high temperature or irradiated by an electron beam.75 The spectra, recorded in the dark, show the symmetric triplet expected for a paramagnetic centre coupled to a single N atom. The angular dependence of the EPR signal indicates an axial symmetry for both g and A tensors (Table 4), which is indicative of a singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) with almost pure p character (96%). On the other hand, from the hyperfine coupling it can be inferred that only 45% of the electron spin density is localized on the N atom. The Halliburton group reported comparable results for single crystals of ZnO treated in air or in nitrogen between 873 K and 1273 K. Those crystals are EPR silent in the dark but become EPR active upon irradiation at wavelengths between 364 nm and 514 nm.76 The EPR signal was assigned to neutral paramagnetic acceptor states N⁰. These forms from N⁺ diamagnetic states which are light converted to N⁰. This behaviour is reminiscent of what described in the case of N–TiO₂ in Section 4.2. A steady-state signal due to N⁰ is observed at 6.5 K under continuous illumination which, once irradiation is removed, disappears through recombination within several hours. Also in this case the angular dependence of the signal indicates that the both g and A tensor of the N⁰ centre have axial symmetry (Table 4).

A short time later the same group investigated a ZnO single crystals grown by the seeded chemical vapour transport (CVT) method with the addition of small amounts of molecular nitrogen in the gas stream. This procedure promoted the formation of a new species characterised by a distinctive EPR signature, which was observed at 9 K in the dark. This signal comprises a 5-lines hyperfine structure due to two magnetically equivalent N nuclei and was assigned to a N₂⁻⁻ centre (parameters in Table 4).77 Low temperature laser irradiation at 325 nm or 442 nm of the sample had a twofold effect: (i) the disappearance of the N₂⁻⁻ signal, due to the ionization to the diamagnetic neutral N₂⁺, i.e. molecular nitrogen; and (ii) the appearance of the N⁰ signal, due to the photoexcitation of the N⁻ centre (similar to the previously described case79). The initial situation is fully restored by interrupting the illumination and rising the temperature at 100 K. Eqn (6) and (7) summarise these two processes and the spectra corresponding to N₂⁻⁻ and N⁰ are reported in Fig. 8.

\[
\text{N}_2^{--} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{N}_2^0 + e^- (CB) \tag{6}
\]

\[
\text{N}^- + h\nu \rightarrow \text{N}^0 + e^- (CB) \tag{7}
\]

The existence of a particular interplay between monoatomic and diatomic nitrogen centres, clearly described by EPR since 2003, was later also confirmed by photoelectron spectroscopy.78

#### 5.2 Nitrogen impurities in polycrystalline ZnO

A detailed report on the EPR features of polycrystalline N–ZnO materials appeared in 2010.79 Nitrogen doping was performed treating a nanosized ZnO powder in ammonia at 773 K and eventually oxidizing the solid with oxygen at the same temperature. Both ¹⁴NH₃ and ¹⁵NH₃ were employed in two separate experiments. In line with single crystal studies, two different nitrogen centres with one (N²⁻⁻) or two (N₂⁻⁻) nitrogen atoms respectively were observed. Interestingly, the same diatomic species is also found in MgO powders, an insulating oxide with rock-salt structure prepared by thermal oxidation of magnesium nitride.80 At variance with N–TiO₂, whose signal is visible at room temperature, the CW spectrum of polycrystalline N–ZnO is poorly resolved even at T < 20 K, due to molecular motion. However, similar to N–TiO₂, the EPR signal intensity can be enhanced by visible light with wavelength λ > 400 nm.

A thorough characterization of the two N centres in N–ZnO was obtained by a combined use of CW-EPR as well as Electron Spin Echo (ESE) detected-EPR and HYSCORE experiments. Since the CW-EPR spectrum at ~9 GHz is poorly resolved due to the overlap between the signals of the two centres (Fig. 9a), the spectrum of N⁰ could be selectively studied through pulsed EPR. This was done by exploiting the different relaxation times of the monoatomic and diatomic nitrogen centers (Fig. 9b). Pulsed experiments allowed to filter out the fast relaxing components associated to the N₂⁻⁻ and the isolation of the monoatomic N centre (Fig. 9c).

It is to note that the pulsed EPR spectrum shown in Fig. 9c, corresponds to the microwave absorption as a function of the magnetic field, at variance with the standard CW-EPR

---

**Fig. 8** CW-EPR spectra of the monomeric N⁰ centre (3 hyperfine lines, lower trace) and of the dimeric N₂⁻⁻ centre (5 lines, upper trace) in a ZnO single crystal recorded at 9 K with the magnetic field parallel to the c-axis of the crystal. The signal in (a) is recorded in the dark that in (b) shows up upon irradiation at 442 nm. The line in the right hand side of both spectra is due to shallow donors in ZnO. Magnetic field is reported in gauss (1 G = 0.1 mT). Figure reproduced with permission from ref. 77.
experiment where the first derivative of the microwave absorption is detected (see Section 2). Advanced bi-dimensional EPR experiments, called HYSCORE (Fig. 9d) allowed the determination of the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant of the monoatomic defect \( \frac{e^2 q Q}{h} = 5.3 \text{ MHz} \), which is related to the charge state of the defect, and supports a neutral N defect. Simulation of the experimental traces (Fig. 9, grey lines) provides the parameters reported in Table 4. Both \( g \) and \( A \) tensors are very close to those measured in the case of single crystals and prove that the same defect is indeed observed in the three cases. The decomposition of the \( A \) tensor in its isotropic and anisotropic components and the comparison with the N atomic values gave an electron spin density essentially confined in the N 2p orbital (0.65) with a minor contribution (0.01) of the N 2 s orbital.

To conclusively determine the nature and location of the defect a series of plausible models were assessed. This was done by comparing the experimental EPR parameters with those calculated by DFT, using the hybrid B3LYP exchange-correlation functional. Four possible models were tested, namely: (i) substitutional N (N takes the place of O in the lattice); (ii) two possible interstitial N in octahedral and tetrahedral cavities respectively; (iii) substitutional N with the dopant in the cation site. The best agreement between experimental and calculated hyperfine parameters was found in the first case. The states associated to the substitutional nitrogen are highly localized N 2p states, close to the limit of the valence band (0.3 eV for the \( \alpha \) spin state and 0.40 for the \( \beta \) one). The strong preference for a substitutional doping of N in ZnO is also evident from the comparison of the calculated formation energies of the possible structures as a function of the oxygen pressure. The substitutional nitrogen defect is favored in the whole range of pressures.\(^{79} \) The open-shell paramagnetic center can thus be seen as a doubly charged \( \text{N}_2^2/\text{C}_0^- \) with configuration \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^5 \) that is present in the lattice together with its diamagnetic \( \text{N}_3^3/\text{C}_0^0 \) counterpart, as shown by selective irradiation experiments. The charge 2– is just formal as suggested by the fractional spin density on the N nucleus (ca. 0.34 delocalised on the lattice) and by the non-negligible covalent character of the matrix.

As a remark which is particularly pressing for N–ZnO when more than one defect can easily form, we note that, for substitutional defects, confusion may arise due to difference in nomenclature between the formalism of solid state physics and that of inorganic chemistry. If a O\(^{2–} \) oxide anion is replaced by a N\(^{2–} \) with configuration \( 1s^2 2s^2 2p^3 \) that is present in the lattice together with its diamagnetic N\(^{3–} \) counterpart, as shown by selective irradiation experiments. The charge 2– is just formal as suggested by the fractional spin density on the N nucleus (ca. 0.34 delocalised on the lattice) and by the non-negligible covalent character of the matrix.

As a remark which is particularly pressing for N–ZnO when more than one defect can easily form, we note that, for substitutional defects, confusion may arise due to difference in nomenclature between the formalism of solid state physics and that of inorganic chemistry. If a O\(^{2–} \) oxide anion is replaced by a N\(^{2–} \), the overall charge balance does not change, thus in the solid physics trade this defect is termed N\(^{0} \). Consistent with this, N\(^{3–} \) is referred to as N\(^{–} \). A way around this conundrum is the adoption of the Kröger and Vink convention, which prescribes N\(^0_\text{O} \) (which can be read as, N substitutes for O with no extra charge) and N\(_\text{O} \) (N substitutes for O with an extra negative charge), for the two cases respectively.
6. N doping of tin oxide

Tin dioxide (SnO₂) has been used in several applications such as chemical sensors, in solar cells as storage materials in lithium ion batteries. Furthermore, similar to ZnO, it represents a promising material in the area of optoelectronics mainly as photodetector and as UV light emitting diode. Tin dioxide is a n-type semiconductor due to the presence of native oxygen vacancies. The preparation of SnO₂-based optoelectronic devices is essential. To this purpose, nitrogen doping has been investigated both computationally and experimentally. Similar to N–ZnO and based on first principle calculations, N impurities in SnO₂ are also thought to display collective magnetic behavior, even though convincing experimental confirmations of such a behavior are still lacking. Polycrystalline N–SnO₂ has also been synthesized in an effort to obtain visible-light photoactive systems to be employed in photocatalytic processes.

The most used preparation approaches reported in the literature for the N–SnO₂ are summarized in Table 1, whereas Table 2 reports the experimental conditions employed by group. All the studies mentioned so far did not provide a precise description of the N defect in SnO₂. This has recently been accomplished through the EPR investigation of a series of polycrystalline materials prepared by precipitation from solutions containing tin chloride and ammonium chloride as nitrogen source followed by thermal annealing in air. As it will be shown in the following, all the fine details regarding the electronic and geometrical structure of the defect could be obtained with higher accuracy as compared to N–TiO₂ and N–ZnO. This is due to the presence of non-zero nuclear spin of Sn in the system.

6.1 CW-EPR spectra and structural features of N–SnO₂

As prepared N–SnO₂ powders show an intense and complex EPR spectrum that is due a paramagnetic center containing one single N atom. This is evident comparing the spectra reported in Fig. 10, which belong to samples synthesized using NH₄Cl containing either ¹⁴N (I = 1, ab. = 99.6%) or ¹⁵N (I = 1/2, enriched ab. = 70%). The former samples (Fig. 10A, red stick diagram) yields a spectrum dominated by a triplet of lines due to ¹⁴N, the latter by a doublet of lines (Fig. 10B, blue stick diagram) due to the ¹⁵N. Note that the ¹⁴N spectrum is still present in Fig. 10B, although at lower intensity because of the partial enrichment of NH₄Cl. The hyperfine separation between the two lines in Fig. 10B is 1.41 times larger than that of the ¹⁴N triplet, as expected and explained in Section 2. The weaker lines observed in the wings are due to Sn ions coupled to the same N-containing paramagnetic species. This is to say that the unpaired electron localized on a N atom gives rise to a super-hyperfine interaction with the neighboring Sn ions. This is understood comparing the Sn hyperfine lines in the two spectra. Each Sn hyperfine line in Fig. 10A converges towards the center of the spectrum in Fig. 10B with the same shift observed for the N external line moving from ¹⁴N to ¹⁵N.

This additional hyperfine structure arises from the presence of two non-zero nuclear spin isotopes of Sn, namely ¹¹⁷Sn and ¹¹⁹Sn having 7.68% and 8.59% natural abundance respectively. Both isotopes have I = 1/2 and similar nuclear magnetic moment. For these reasons, the system can be therefore treated as containing 16.27% of a I = 1/2 “magnetic” Sn (hereafter *Sn).

The presence of a Sn hyperfine structure allows the obtaining of some important geometrical constrain concerning the coordination of the N centre in the structure. The experimental spectra have been simulated considering the N ion surrounded by three Sn cations. This assumption is valid, in a rutile-like structure, both for a substitutional and an interstitial defect. Three distinct models of N coordination have been considered: (a) three equivalent Sn ions, (b) two equivalent Sn, (c) three inequivalent Sn. The correspondence between magnetic (hyperfine) equivalence and structural equivalence was also assumed. The existence of both Sn (I = 0) and *Sn (I = 1/2) nuclei imply the presence of distinct isotopomers (containing respectively zero, one, two and three magnetic Sn ions around each nitrogen) whose statistical abundance, to be introduced in the simulation procedure, is derived by combinatorial formulas. As an example, if the three Sn ions are structurally equivalent one has the following arrangement of isotopomers: (j) N Sn₂SnSn ab. = 0.582; N *SnNSnSn ab. = 0.345; N *SnN *SnSn ab. = 0.068; N *Sn *SnN *Sn ab. = 0.0045. By comparing the simulated spectra of all possible structural combinations with the experimental data, the best fit was obtained for three equivalent Sn ions around the N centre. It is to note that possibility of a slight structural (=magnetic) difference between the three ions, although not large enough to be detected in a powder spectrum, cannot be discarded solely on the basis of this fitting procedure.

The full set of spin-Hamiltonian parameters is collected in Table 5, while Fig. 11 reports the simulation of the experimental spectra (¹⁴N and ¹⁵N) obtained using these parameters. In order to definitely provide a structural model for the observed defect, B3LYP-DFT calculations have been performed on three possible structures for the N–SnO₂ centre: one substitutional N (Nsub)
and the two others interstitial N (N\textsubscript{int}). Note that the latter possibilities automatically imply the formation of N–O bonds.

Surprisingly, the N \textbf{A} constants were not very different for the three structures and therefore did not favour any of the three models. On the other hand, only the Sn \textbf{A} constants calculated for the N\textsubscript{sub} case show three nearly equivalent Sn centres around the N in agreement with the experiment. In conclusion, the analysis of the rich hyperfine structure of the EPR spectra in conjunction with the DFT calculations indicate that in SnO\textsubscript{2} the nitrogen substitutes for oxygen and is surrounded by three nearly equivalent Sn atoms (Fig. 12). From an electronic point of view, the unpaired electron is strongly localized on the N nucleus (0.77, Table 5) and only partially extends on the surrounding Sn cations. It is to note that the resolved Sn superhyperfine structure is essentially due to Fermi contact and corresponds just to a small fraction of the whole spin density. It actually monitors a tail of the unpaired electron wavefunction which leaks from the 2p orbital of N to the 5s orbitals of the Sn ions. Although the spin density on each Sn ion is small, the corresponding \textbf{A} coupling manifest in the spectrum due to the extremely high atomic constants of both \textsuperscript{117}Sn and \textsuperscript{119}Sn nuclei.

7. N doping of zirconium titanate and other oxides

Zirconium titanate (ZrTiO\textsubscript{4}) is a stable ternary compound in the ZrO\textsubscript{2}–TiO\textsubscript{2} phase diagram exhibiting the scrutinite structure. The latter structure is analogous to those shown by the more known polymorphs of TiO\textsubscript{2} and is also based on MeO\textsubscript{6} octahedra (Me = Ti, Zr) linked by three-coordinated oxygen (OMe\textsubscript{3}).\textsuperscript{91} The tetravalent Ti and Zr cations are randomly distributed within the lattice. ZrTiO\textsubscript{4} is used in technological application as a capacitor, an oscillator or a dielectric resonator and in optical devices.\textsuperscript{92} The incorporation of nitrogen in the lattice of ZrTiO\textsubscript{4} has been performed in an effort to produce a system potentially photoactive under visible light with a more favourable reduction potential with respect to TiO\textsubscript{2}. The 3.6 eV band gap value of pristine ZrTiO\textsubscript{4} and the reduction potential of the conduction band are both slightly higher than that of TiO\textsubscript{2}. The sol–gel protocol entailed the use of titanium isopropoxide as main component and controlled amounts of ZrOCl\textsubscript{2} and NH\textsubscript{4}Cl. The solid obtained after the final calcination shows a pronounced optical absorption in the visible region with a maximum at 430 nm. This band, which is completely absent in pristine ZrTiO\textsubscript{4}, partially overlaps with the bandgap transition (Fig. 13). The solid is also EPR active and the observed spectrum is ascribable to a species containing a single N atom with spectral parameters analogous, though not coincident, to those observed for N–TiO\textsubscript{2}. Fig. 13 shows CW-EPR spectra recorded at two different frequencies, 9.5 GHz (X-band) and 35 GHz (Q-band), and using both \textsuperscript{14}N and \textsuperscript{15}N.\textsuperscript{93} The simulation of

### Table 5 Experimental and calculated spin–Hamiltonian parameters of the N centre in SnO\textsubscript{2} (ref. 90)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>( A_1/\text{mT} )</th>
<th>( A_2/\text{mT} )</th>
<th>( A_3/\text{mT} )</th>
<th>( \rho(\text{N}) )</th>
<th>( \rho(\text{Sn 5s}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>\textsuperscript{14}N</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsuperscript{15}N</td>
<td>5.88</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsuperscript{117}Sn</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsuperscript{119}Sn</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsuperscript{14}N</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>0.439</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>\textsuperscript{117}Sn</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>9.57</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( \rho \) values while the computed ones directly derive from Mulliken analysis.
the four distinct spectra was performed using the same set of spin-Hamiltonian parameters producing an accurate set of g and A values that is reported in Table 6. The g values are extremely close one another and fall in the range 2.0081–2.0038, whereas the A tensor is rhombic with one component much larger than the remaining two.

The A values indicate a total spin density on the N atom amounting to 0.69 with the major contribution on the N 2p orbital (0.67) and a minor one (0.02) on the 2s orbital. Also in this case the comparison of DFT prediction with the experimental values was used to definitely assign the N defect to a substitutional or an interstitial position. The best agreement was found for the interstitial case, since the calculated hyperfine parameters correctly reproduced the experimental results. Given the statistical distribution of Ti$^{4+}$ and Zr$^{4+}$ cations in ZrTiO$_4$, DFT calculations were performed for two sites, which differed for the cationic coordination sphere around the interstitial N as shown in Fig. 14. Interestingly both cases yielded very similar EPR parameters both in good agreement with the experiment.

Similar to TiO$_2$, the N centre is described as a charged species displaying NO molecular orbitals with the electron spin

Table 6 Experimental and calculated spin–Hamiltonian parameters of the N center in zirconium titanate$^{28}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N–ZrTiO$_4$</th>
<th>$g_1$</th>
<th>$g_2$</th>
<th>$g_3$</th>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>$A_1$/mT</th>
<th>$A_2$/mT</th>
<th>$A_3$/mT</th>
<th>$\rho$(N 2p)</th>
<th>$\rho$(N 2s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>2.0081</td>
<td>2.0046</td>
<td>2.0038</td>
<td>$^{14}$N</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{15}$N</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>4.90</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed. Interstitial N (schemes in Fig. 10)</td>
<td>$^{14}$N (1)</td>
<td>$^{14}$N (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^{14}$N (1)</td>
<td>$^{14}$N (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 13 UV–Vis absorption of N–ZrTiO$_4$ (a) and EPR experimental and computer simulated spectra (c–f). EPR spectra are related to the defects containing $^{14}$N (c and e) or $^{15}$N (d and f) and in both cases are recorded at 9.5 GHz (X-band) or 35 GHz (Q band). Top (b): changes of the EPR signal intensity of the N defect in ZrTiO$_4$ under irradiation with polychromatic visible light ($\lambda > 420$ nm).

Fig. 14 Schemes of the two statistically more abundant interstitial N defects in ZrTiO$_4$ with N–O bond length in Å. Ti are in gray, Zr in light blue, N in blue and O in red.
density \( \rho \) localized on one of the two \( \pi^* \) orbitals of the NO fragment, which lies ca. 1 eV above the valence band.

The N defect individuated by EPR is photosensitive to visible light as indicated by its growth upon irradiation with light of wavelength higher than 420 nm (Fig. 13b). The increase of EPR intensity upon irradiation is explained, in line with N–TiO\(_2\) (Section 4.3), by assuming that diamagnetic 2-electron centres are also present and more abundant than paramagnetic ones. The former are preferentially depopulated by monochromatic irradiation as reported in eqn (3), Fig. 5 and 13b.

8. N doping and influence on the physical properties of semiconducting oxides

All the nitrogen defects in semiconducting oxides reviewed in the previous sections display some common features that can be resumed as follows: (a) the N impurity form intra band gap levels close to the VB limit; (b) the paramagnetic shallow acceptor levels (N\(^{2-}\), NO\(^{2-}\)) is often accompanied by their reduced (two-electron) and diamagnetic counterparts (N\(^{3-}\), NO\(^{3-}\)); (c) electrons from these states are promoted to the CB by specific irradiation in the visible; (d) moreover all the oxides here considered contain, though at different extent, shallow donor levels due to impurities and/or lack of stoichiometry.

A key take home message is that, in semiconducting oxides, shallow donors are not independent from acceptor levels. A clear example is provided by F–N–TiO\(_2\) (Section 4.3). Fluorine bears one extra electron with respect to oxygen and generates shallow donors levels close to the CB that can be detected via EPR as Ti\(^{3+}\) centres.\(^{26}\) When TiO\(_2\) is co-doped with N and F a synergic effect between the two dopants is observed since the presence of one dopant favours the insertion of the other. This is due to the stabilisation of the extra electrons on Ti\(^{3+}\) that move from the shallow donor levels to the low-lying levels of the N acceptors. DFT calculations corroborate this interpretation and point to a net reduction of the energy cost of doping in the presence of both dopants,\(^{25}\) identifying the driving force of the process in the lower total electron energy resulting from the described synergy, as illustrated in Fig. 15.

For similar reasons, doped oxides are more prone to the formation of oxygen vacancies as compared to the pristine solid. It is well known in fact that semiconducting oxides are in equilibrium with molecular oxygen. A stoichiometric semiconducting oxide always releases oxygen in the gas phase with the concomitant formation of oxygen vacancies and excess electrons in the solid, with an equilibrium constant that depends on the given experimental conditions.

For an oxide with MeO\(_2\) stoichiometry, the process of oxygen release can be summarized by the equation:

\[
\text{MeO}_2 \rightarrow \text{MeO}_{2-x} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 + x\text{V}_O^- + 2xe^- \tag{8}
\]

where \( V_O^- \) represents a doubly positive oxygen vacancy, and all other symbols have their usual chemical meaning. In pristine TiO\(_2\), the calculated energy cost for the creation of an oxygen vacancy according to eqn (8) is 4.2 eV. This energy drops dramatically to 0.6 eV in the case of N–TiO\(_2\).\(^{24}\) The process becomes so much less energy demanding because the low-lying levels, due to N doping, scavenge the excess electrons produced by oxygen release. This also explains the coexistence of variable ratios of one-electron and two-electron N levels, within the lattice of N doped oxides (Sections 4.2 and 5).

Crucially, these considerations frustrate the idea of using nitrogen doping to synthetize stable p-type semiconducting oxides and system with efficient collective magnetic behaviours. The former application requires hole states close to the valence band, the latter an array of paramagnetic centres in mutual connection. In both cases one-electron (paramagnetic) states are essential, two-electron (diamagnetic) states detrimental.

The hurdle is particularly dramatic for SnO\(_2\). Surprisingly the n-type character of N–SnO\(_2\) is in fact higher than that of pristine SnO\(_2\). This has been shown in a systematic study on N–SnO\(_2\) employing optical, EPR, XPS and UPS spectroscopies.\(^{24}\) As shown in Fig. 16, the UPS spectrum of N–SnO\(_2\), after an oxidative treatment performed to attain an oxidation as close as possible to the stoichiometry (Fig. 16e), appears very similar to

---

Fig. 15 Schematic view of the electron shallow donor scavenging from shallow donor states to low lying impurity states.

Fig. 16 Left: Comparison between the UPS spectra of as prepared SnO\(_2\) (a) treated at increasing temperature under vacuum from 623 K to 823 K (b–d) and the spectrum of as prepared N–SnO\(_2\) (e). The shoulder at 3.4 eV due to Sn\(^{2+}\) is indicated by an arrow. Right: Scheme of the energy levels in N–SnO\(_2\). Figure adapted from ref. 57.
that of undoped SnO₂ subject to prolonged reductive vacuum annealing treatments at high temperature (Fig. 16d).

The peculiar behaviour of N-SnO₂ is due to the chemistry of Sn and its ability to form stable Sn[II] states lying close to the valence band maximum. The simultaneous presence of the two types of potential electron acceptors (N³⁻ and Sn⁴⁺) dramatically decreases the energy cost for the formation of oxygen vacancies and increases the amount of excess electrons in the system. A fraction of those electrons is stabilized at low energy under the form of N⁵⁻ and Sn²⁺ (Fig. 16) while the remaining stays at high energy, easily ionized in the conduction band as indicated by absorption in the NIR.⁴ This description accounts for the apparently paradoxical behaviour of N-SnO₂ and the evident difficulties to prepare p-type system or systems displaying collective magnetic properties simply by nitrogen doping. To the best of our knowledge, for the former case there is a single literature report claiming the achievement of a p-type doping. To the best of our knowledge, for the former case there is a single literature report claiming the achievement of a p-type N–SnO₂ while, for the latter, all paper reporting ferromagnetic (or antiferromagnetic) behaviour of N impurities are solely based on theoretical calculations considering an ideal matrix.

On the other hand, ZnO seems a more promising candidate. For this system some success in obtaining p-type conduction⁴⁴–⁴⁶ or ferromagnetic states⁴⁸ by N doping is asserted in the literature. However, as reported by T. M. Barnes et al.,⁵⁵ the conduction property tends to decline over time, indicating a possible progressive rearrangement of the electronic structure. Therefore, the synthesis of highly pure ZnO crystals, with negligible presence of shallow donors impurities, is probably key to succeed in obtaining p-type materials by N doping.

In summary, the interplay between paramagnetic one-electron states (N³⁻ or NO²⁻) and diamagnetic ones (N⁵⁻ or NO³⁻) is the key feature to understand the properties of N doped semiconductor oxides. This interplay extends also to the photochemical properties of N doped semiconductor oxides. As seen in Sections 4.2, 5.1 and 7, the intensity of the EPR signal of the paramagnetic centres in TiO₂,⁴⁴ ZnO⁹⁹ and ZrTiO₄ (ref. 93) increases under irradiation due to the excitation of electrons from N³⁻ states to the conduction band, with a concomitant formation of additional N⁵⁻ acceptor states. This observation nicely agrees with the remarkable experimental observation by Yu et al.⁵⁶ which reports an increase of ferromagnetism in UV-irradiated N–ZnO films accompanied by a decrease of resistivity (i.e. onset of p-type conduction). The process appears fully reversible as the initial situation is progressively recovered once the irradiation is interrupted. This experiment fully confirms the picture that was originally derived solely through EPR data, as explained in this and previous sections.

9. Conclusions

This Perspective presented some relevant examples of nitrogen insertion into the bulk of semiconducting oxides. Firstly, we have provided a concise summary of the preparation procedures used to insert nitrogen defects in various matrices. Secondly, we have shown that EMR techniques are extremely appropriate for the fine description of defective sites in solid lattices. These sites are particularly elusive chemical entities randomly distributed and present at low (or very low) concentrations. We have also documented that a full description of the geometrical and electronic structure of such defects can be obtained by an integrated use of EMR techniques and DFT computations. This allows the identification of a unique structural model when multiple sites can in principle be formed. In turn, this synergic approach provides a true structural insight especially useful when other more commonly used techniques fail. Beside the structural characterization of the N defects (Sections 4–7), we have also discussed (Section 8) the influence of the doping with N (an electron acceptor) on the general properties of the oxides. In particular, we have addressed how low-lying N energy states withdraw electrons from shallow donor states and decrease the energy cost for the formation of oxygen vacancies, hampering the synthesis p-type oxide semiconductors.

Assembling a systematic and general analysis concerning the insertion of N into metal oxides is not straightforward. We note that other metal oxides have been doped with nitrogen for applications in various areas (ceramics, microelectronics, catalysis and photocatalysis), these include: indium oxide (InO),⁴⁶ cuprous oxide (Cu₂O),⁴⁷ tungsten trioxide (WO₃)⁴⁸ and cerium dioxide (CeO₂).⁴⁹ However, no direct characterization of N defects, in particular with EMR methods, is available in the literature for these systems. In any way, on the basis of the examples reported it may be tempting to infer that oxide more prone to incorporate monoatomic nitrogen defects contain low coordinated oxygen ions in their structure. All the examples of N doping described here concern oxides having 3- or 4-coordinate oxygen ions such as TiO₂ (anatase and rutile, O₃c, Section 4), ZnO (wurtzite, O₄c, Section 5), SnO₂ (rutile, O₃c, Section 6), ZrTiO₄ (scrutinyite, O₅c, Section 7). Low coordination oxygen ions are also found in the above mentioned cases of WO₃ (O₂c), Cu₂O (O₄c), In₂O₃ (O₆c). These evidences clearly suggest that nitrogen insertion is easier in the case of relatively open structures than in those showing high coordination numbers, in particular when preparation procedures based on wet-chemistry methods are employed.
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